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This story is written by Ibtisam Barakat. It is a story for children, in their language. A tale  

inspired by their world where both imagination and language are at play.   

Through imagination and language there is a celebration of a city and a woman. 

The city is Jaffa, and the woman is the Palestinian artist Vera Tamari, the daughter of 

Jaffa. 

The city is by the sea and the sea loves the city. It has its own children and grandchildren 

out of its inhabitants one of which is  Vera. 

From its seashells and broken pottery that the sea throws Vera's talent was born. Her love 

for pottery grew to make her a great artist. An artist who served first the  human, then her 

homeland Palestine;  where her clay and pottery has reflected Palestine's cities, villages, 

children, men and women.   

The play on imagination was very clear  when the author married Jaffa to the sea, making 

the sea its  bride. Further play was apparent in using ancestral history  and heritage. The 

dream and the jar were invoked as part of the imagination alongside the humanization 

and vocalization of the inanimate: the sea and the jar.  

The element of play carried itself into the language too where the author used  end 

rhymes to mimic a lighter effect on the reader. Examples using the "ya" sounds in the 

Arabic words "Atharya/Sarmadya2" amongst others.  More play on the Arabic language 

was apparent in moving letters in the words "حلم" and "3"مجرة, both dream and galaxy as 

the first and last letter of these words in Arabic denotes a look for a solution and the vast 

nature of the galaxy. Jara, or a jar in Arabic shares four letters with Majara which is 

galasy. This smart play with the langauge enables the reader to envision not only the vast 

galaxy but also the large number of clay jars Vera Tamari has made during her long 

career. 

The author then takes the reader back to the sea where she began her story, reminding us 

of the resemblance between Vera's clay artwork and the starry nights reflecting on the sea 

of Jaffa's surface. Finally, the story's various elements is mass of words just like Vera's 

clay: a great mass of clay forming into a jar.  

                                                           
1 Jar here denotes a clay made jar, not a jug or a glass jar.  
2 Atharya/Sarmadya: a play on end-rhymes, words meaning: archeological and eternal.  
3 In Arabic the word "حلم" (Helm) means a dream, once the M sound is dropped from its end the word 

becomes "حل" (Hal) changing its shape and meaning to become solution. The same goes to "جرة" (Jara) 

which is a jar, once the M  sound is added to the word it changes shape and meaning becoming "مجرة" 

(Majara) which is a galaxy.  



Waleed Tahir's drawings, which reflect the innocence and spontaneity of children, add to 

the beauty of the  words creating a  sweet narration for this children' book. 


